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Abstract 
Mean slippage is defined and a variety of mean slippage problems 
are described, including both slippage of a sir.5le population and mul-
tiple slippage. Nonparametric and parametric formulations are treated. 
The connection between slippage and outliers is discussed. 
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MEAN SLIPPAGE IROBLEMS 
In a collection of populations, mean slippage occurs when 
one or several of the population ~eans differ from the com-
mon mean of the remaining populations. Any populations 
whose ~eans deviate from this common ~ean are said to have 
slipped. A slippage test is a rule for determining whether 
slippage has occurred and identifying which populations, if 
any, ha·re slipped. The study of slippage problems centers 
on the search for rules that perform these tasks well. 
The mean slippage framework encompasses a wide range 
of situatio~s. The populations =ay :e r.or~al* or r.onnormal 
(e. g., g3.I!!!:a), or a nonparamet:dc* approach ':':'..ay be followed. 
The model of interest may be eitr.er a si~gl~ slippage, in 
which t~e ~umber of slipped populations is ~o·Nn to be at 
most o~e, or multiple slippage, in which t~e~e is the possi-
bility of several slipped populations; in the latter case, 
the slipped means may be equal or unequal a.rnor.g themselves. 
A control g!'oup, known not to have slipped, rr.ay be either 
prese~t or absent. The direction of mean slippage may be 
~~o·Nn, as -~en any slippage that occurs nust be positive, or 
u.~mrc, as flhen either positive or negative slippage is 
possible. Sample sizes from the populations may be equalor 
unequal. Observations may be univariate or multivariate. 
This list, though not exhaustive, illustrates the diversity 
of me~~ slippage problems. Fortur.ately, many of these 
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problems can be treated by a common approach. 
Mean slippage was first studied by Mosteller [ 12]. 
He considered e~ual-sized random samples from n continuous 
populations, with the null hypothesis that all n populations 
are identical and the alternative t~at one amor~ them has 
slipped to the right, the rest remaining identical. His 
rule is to find the sample containing the largest observa-
tion, determine how many observations in this sample exceed 
all observations in all other samples, and reject the null 
hypothesis when this number is sufficier!tly large. Another 
rule, due to Doornbos aP..d Prins C 5 J a:2d likely to 'ce more 
powerful than Mosteller's rule [9], is to reject the null 
hypothesis if the greatest sa~ple r~~ sum is sufficieP..tly 
large, 'flhere the i th sample rank su::n is the sum of the over-
all ranks of the observations from the ith sample. 
To illustrate these methods, consider the followiP..g 
data on seven varieties of guayule, with five observations 
of rubber yield per variety: 
Variety Observatior:s Mean 
1 12.15 8.20 8. 94 12.27 7.32 9-776 
2 12.19 4.09 8. e6 8.26 7.44 8.168 
3 10.54 11.71 13.90 4. 96 8.51 9.924 
4 7.18 9.29 5.32 5.67 5. 94 6.680 
5 11.82 9.88 12.62 2.88 7· 34 8.908 
6 14.33 9.80 12.89 13.72 17.55 13.658 
7 8.21 9.08 9.90 6.62 9.10 8.582 
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Each observation represents the rubber yield in grams ob-
tair.ed from two pl~~ts randomly selected in a plot. To test 
for slippage of one population to the ri5~t ·~th ~steller~ 
rul:e~ observe that 7ariety 6 has the largest observ·aticn, 
17. 55. The number r of observations of ·,:u-iety 6 that ex-
ceed all observatior.s in other saoples (1;.55, 14.33) is 
two. For seven s~ples of size five, Pr[r ~ 2] = .118 ·Nhen 
all populations are identical (see [1, Sec. 5.1.1]), so the 
null hypothesis is ::ot rejected at t:te a = • 05 le·;el. 
(Mosteller's rule '..;ouli reject the m.J.l ~~;~ot!:es:::.s if -:he 
13. 90 observed for 'rariety 3 were 13. 70, ::esdti.::5 in r = 3, 
because Pr[r ~ 3] = .0107 under t:te ::ull ~ypo-:hes:::.s.) 
Variety 6 has the ~eatest sample ra::-~ s~ of 34 + 21 + 31 
+ 32 + 35 = 153. T"::is exceeds the a = . ::l critical val'.le of 
150 (see [9, Appendix 7]), so the rule o: ~ocrnbos and ?rins 
rejects the null hypothesis at this level. (The ia~a aye 
from Federer [6, p. 122], but each obserration x has been 
replaced here by 20 - x, e. g., 7. 85 by 12. l5, 11. 80 'Jy 2. 20, 
for consistency with the discussion above of slipp~ge ~o the 
right. With obvious adjustments, these =~thods co,..:ld ·:::e 
used to examine the original data for slippage to the left. ) 
For extensions, modifications, and competitors of these 
nonparametric rules, see Barnett and LeTNis [1], 9avid [3], 
and P.:awkins [9]. Multiple slippage, ur.eq_•.:.al sa.n:rple siz~s, 
and other cases are treated. Hashemi-Parast ~~d Young [3] 
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dealt with distribution free procedures based on sample 
linear rank statistics, in particular on exponential scores. 
Neave [13] discussed several quick, simple tests based on 
extreme observations. Joshi and Satce[lO]proposed another 
test based on extreme observatioc~. 
The earliest work on a para:::etri::: mean slippage model 
was by Paulson [14]. He took a ~~t~~le decision approach 
to the single slippage preble~. :he ~utually independent 
N(~.,a2) random variables X .. (i = 1, · · ·, n; j = 1, · · ·, m) 
l lJ 
form n random samples of equal s:.=e =. Let D0 be the d.e-
cision that all of the mea~s are ~qu~:, e.~d D. ( i = 1, · · · , n) 
J. 
the decision tl".at :population i he.s s:ippei to the ~ight, 
that is, ~. = ~ + 5 where 1-1. is t!:~ ::~2-n of each of the n- 1 
J. 
populations ot:C.er than the ith a::.:. 5 > 0. Statistical ~ules 
that choose optimally, in sor::e s~::se, 3.:::c~g these n + 1 ie-
cisions are desired. Three reaso::able restrictions on a 
rule are (i) when all means are equal, m~~ing D0 correct, 
the probability of selecti~g :J0 is l- 2, (ii) the ~ule is 
invariant* w:.der the tr~TJ.sfor:::lat::.,:,:: ·.; = ::..x + b of the ob-
servations, where a> 0 ~TJ.d b are co::sta::ts, ~TJ.d (iii) the 
rule is symmetric, that is, the p~obe.bility of selecting D. 
l 
when population i has slipped is the same for every i. 
Under these restrictions, the probability of making the 
correct decision when one population ~as slipped to tl:e 
right is maximized by the rule: ::o::::;;'lte 
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T = rn(~ - x)/[ ~ ~ (x .. - x)2 "i , 
i=l j=l ~J J 
where x is the mean of all mn observations, and the sample 
-mean ~ f'rom population M is the largest of the n sample 
means; if T $ ca' select Dd if T > ca' select DM' where 
the constant c is chosen to make P[T> c ] =a when all 
a a 
means are eq_ual. 
Re~'zni:;.g to the guayule data, it is routine to calcu-
~ 
late T = 5(13.658- 9.385)/(352.57)~ = 1.138. This is 
greater tha.:: the a = . 01 critical value of 1. 01 (see [1, 
Sec. 5.3.1]), so Paulson's rule rejects the null hypothesis 
at this lev-el, concludi!'lg that variety 6 ( = M) has slipped. 
Thi3 rule has been modified for use with slippage in 
an ur~~ecified direction, additional external information 
about tr_e v~iance c?, known variar.ce, and uneq_ual sample 
sizes. ~es for nonnormal populations with gamma, Poisson, 
binomial, a.T-d other distributions are discussed in Doornbos 
[4]. details on these ~~d related matters, see refer-
ences [1] a.::d [3]. 
A 3.ayesian treatment of slippage problems was given by 
Karlin a.::d T~uax [11]. For the case of a single slippage, 
they derived optimal rules under very general conditions by 
characterizir!g the class of Bayes rules (see BAYESIAN INFER-
ENCE) withir. the set of all rules that obey certain natural 
restrictions of invariance and symmetry, and then showing 
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that Bayes procedures are uniformly most powerful*. Many 
special cases were examined in detail, including nonpara-
metric situations, Paulson's model, multivariate obser-
vations, and the presence of a control group. 
There is a close concection between slippage and out-
liers*, since a slippage problem -~th one observation from 
each population can be formulated as an outlier problem, 
with each slipped population correspo~ding to an outlier. 
For example, let x1, ···, Xn be ~dependent normal obser-
vations ·,ofith variance a2, one of -.. -nicb has mean J..J. + 57 where 
5 f. 0, a.'1d the remaini~g n - 1 of · .. -!1icb hav-e common mean J..J.· 
This is a mean slippage model Hit~ o~e slipped population. 
The outlier literature refers to ~his situation as model A, 
and to the observation from the slipped population as an 
outlier caused by mean slippage. Thus outlier results for 
model A apply immediately to mean slippage problems with 
normal populations and samples of equal size. Schwager and 
Margolin [15] treated a problem of this type with an un-
known nureber of outliers. 
Under the multiple slippage ~el, several population 
mea~~ deviate from the coremon mean of the rest. For ex-
ample, if there are n populations, the distribution of pop-
ulation i is N(!-1., a2 ), n- 2 of the means J..J.. have the common 
1 l 
value J..J., and the remaining two me~~s have the values J..J. + o1 
--- ·- _____ ....; 
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and ~ + 52, where 51 > 0 and 52 > 0, then two populations 
have slipped, possibly by differing amounts. When the num-
ber k of slipped population~ is fixed, the multiple de-
cision approach has the null hypothesis of no slippage and 
~) slippage alternatives that some unknown set of k popu-
lations differ from the remaining n - k. Butler [2] and 
Singh [16] treated this situation, which has also been 
addressed in the outlier literature as model A with multi-
ple outliers. 
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